We associate with a function ƒ, meromorphic in the finite complex plane, the Fourier expansion log |/(re") | = Y,c k (r)e™.
n /1\*| ^ AXjBrà | A\ (Br,) whenever 0 ^ r\ ^ r 2 .
THEOREM. ^4 sequence Z is the precise sequence of zeros of some entire f unction f of finite \-type if and only if Z is of finite \-density and is Xbalanced.
This result generalizes a well-known theorem of Lindelof [l, p. 27] that considers the case X(r) = r p , since it is easy to see that our conditions reduce to the conditions of Lindelof in this case. Namely, a sequence Z of finite r p density is already ^-balanced if p is not an integer, and if p is an integer, it is r p balanced if and only if ^2(z n )~p is a bounded function of r, where the sum is taken over all those z n for which \z n \ ûr.
THEOREM. A sequence Z is the precise sequence of zeros of some meromorphic f unction f of finite \-type if and only if Z is of finite \-density.

DEFINITION. The growth function X is regular if each sequence Z of finite \-density has a super sequence Z'^Z of finite \-density that is also \-balanced.
THEOREM. Each meromorphic function f of finite \-type is the quotient of two entire functions of finite \-type if and only if X is regular.
PROPOSITION. If X is slowly increasing in the sense that X(2r)/X(r) is bounded y or if log \{e x ) is a convex function of x, then X is regular.
The fundamental theorem of this paper, on which all the above results are based, is the following.
THEOREM. Suppose that f is a meromorphic function, f(0)^0, oo, whose zero set has finite \-density. If f is of finite \-type, then
(1) \c k (r)\ S • , , 1 i *«0, ±1, ±2,..-.
I k\ + 1
On the other hand, if
then ƒ is of finite \-type. (1) is stronger than the sufficient Condition (2) , it follows that both (1) and (2) are separately necessary and sufficient.
REMARK. Since the necessary Condition
THEOREM. Let ƒ be an entire function. In order that f be of finite Xtype, (1) is a necessary condition, and (2) is a sufficient condition, so that both (1) and (2) are each separately necessary and sufficient.
On applying results from the theory of Fourier series, we obtain the following as corollaries of the fundamental theorem. 2TT J_" "I XOSr)
